
Seamlessly integrate Snapdocs with your loan origination 

system (LOS). The integration creates an origination-to-

closing table and back again connection — unifying lenders, 

settlement, and borrowers in one efficient workflow for every 

closing.

Implementation is refreshingly simple. Snapdocs offers both 

codeless and API-based integration options for your LOS. It 

also supports every document from any Doc Prep system you 

choose to use. This allows you to roll out digital closings at 

your organization quickly and effectively, using little to no IT 

resources.

Inside your LOS, closers simply send the closing information 

and documents to Snapdocs — just like they do with the 

settlement today. Depending on the closing type, Snapdocs 

automatically prepares the documents for eSignature, loops 

in the borrower, settlement agent, and notary then guides the 

closing through to completion. Once the signing is complete, 

Snapdocs pushes the completed closing package back into 

your LOS. This accelerates your closing and post-closing 

processes, allowing your team to efficiently handle much 

more loan volume. 

Benefits

Close more loans

Reduce your cost per loan

Improve your borrower experience

All without leaving your LOS

Features

Codeless & API-based integration 
options

Enterprise-class security

Modern, developer-friendly API

Simple setup and implementation

Create and track closings directly 
within LOS

Automatically prepares lender & 
title documents for eSignature

Sends completed closing packages 
back into your LOS after the signing

Easily handle redraws from LOS

Snapdocs LOS 
Integration
The most efficient closing workflow 
for your team.



Snapdocs is simplifying the mortgage closing process. As the provider of the industry’s leading mortgage platform, Snapdocs 

provides 130,000+ real estate professionals with a pragmatic, proven path to adopt digital closings and create a single, 

scalable process online for every transaction. The company powered more than 13% of all U.S. residential mortgages in the 

last 12 months and is backed by prominent investors including YC Continuity, Sequoia Capital, F-Prime Capital and Founders 

Fund. To learn more, please visit snapdocs.com.

Contact Snapdocs
Phone: 415.992.3270
Email: info@snapdocs.com
Web: snapdocs.com

“New technology typically requires integration, training, 
and slow-growth adoption. Expectations of a quick win 
are low even though the enthusiasm may be high. Well, 
not with Snapdocs. We went from a short integration 
period to 98% adoption in about a month. Customers and 
LO’s love it! A true win-win!”

Katherine Campbell  |  Chief Digital Officer Assurance Financial


